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Student Voice Campaign
The 2013-2014 school year was a historic turning
point for students across California. The passage of
the Local Control Funding Formula (LCFF) created
a more equitable funding system that prioritized
students’ needs and directed greater resources
specifically for low-income students, English
learners, and students in foster care. This victory
came as the result of more than a decade of
student and parent organizing by Californians for
Justice (CFJ) and many other organizations around
the state. Yet as LCFF implementation began, it
became clear that without additional regulations,
districts could easily leave students out of the
process. School districts were required by law to
consult parents, teachers, and administrators in
decision-making, but there was no clear role for
students in deciding how the millions of dollars for
their schools should be spent.
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People say that youth never want to
be involved. The truth is, that youth
like me DO want to be involved. But
often times, adults aren’t listening.

Californians for Justice launched the Student
Voice Campaign in April of 2014 in partnership with
InnerCity Struggle, Inland Congregations United for
Change (PICO Network), ACLU of
California, Public Advocates, Education Trust West,
California Teachers Association, and California
Parent Teachers Association.
Over the course of the next seven months, we
gained the support of more than 30 organizations
from around the state representing over 850,000
students in 27 districts. Through the campaign
students, parents, and community members
honed their organizing skills and deepened their
understanding of LCFF. They met with state and
local officials, testified at State Board of Education
meetings, and mobilized more than 3,000 of their
peers to attend LCFF meetings around the State.

-- Naudika Williams, Oakland High School
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On May 8th, more than 40 student leaders and
allies sent a powerful message to the State Board
of Education: students wanted to be more than
a number - they wanted to heard, valued, and
reflected in the LCFF process.

“You see us in the crowd... Our voices, our
faces have gone unheard, unseen. This is
how it feels to be seen as an index score, a
drop out percentage, a number.”
-- Jalissa Saunders, senior, Poly Technical High
School, Long Beach

After engaging in their district LCAP processes
and mobilizing more than 350 students and allies
to State Board of Education meetings, on
November 14th, the State Board of
Education approved new LCFF regulations which
detailed a clear and meaningful role for students
in their districts’ Local Control and Accountability
Plans.
CFJ student leaders not only won improved state
regulations, they shifted adult perceptions of
low-income youth of color, and deepened their
confidence in their abilities to change education
for the better.

Looking ahead, CFJ will continue to play a critical
role in monitoring student engagement in LCFF
to ensure that the promise of equity becomes a
reality in our schools. We believe that everyone
benefits when students are empowered to be
leaders of their own education. Our work moving
forward will continue our work to ensure that lowincome students of color are heard, valued, and
reflected in decisions that affect their education
and their communities.
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“This is a great day for California, and for
you as emerging student advocates and
as people who will make a difference
hopefully over many years in improving
public policy.”
-- President Kirst, State Board of Education

“The Student Voice Campaign said
that kids of color ARE invested in their
education, that they want to succeed. It
really shifted the mindset, norms, and
perception for many stakeholders and
helped influenced the State Board to go
‘wow,’ this is an organized, articulate group
of kids that want a better education and
deserve it. That’s their right.”
-- Judi Larsen, The California Endowment
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Executive Summary
& Key Findings
“We want districts to take our voices
into account when developing the LCAP
because who knows more about students’
problems with education than the students
themselves?”

Within the four districts studied there were a
spectrum of opportunities to educate students
about LCFF and to solicit their input for shaping
the LCAP.

-- Karanvir Sadhu, senior at Independence High
School in San Jose
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In the first year of the Local Control Funding
Formula (LCFF), students, parents, community-based
organizations, and districts are carving out new
terrains of possibility for student voice1 in school and
district decision-making. A core component of the
new funding formula is that districts must engage
stakeholders in a public process to allocate their local
dollars through the development of “Local Control
and Accountability Plans” (LCAP). This requirement
has created an unprecedented opportunity for
students, parents, and community members to impact
funding priorities in their local districts.
This report focuses primarily on lessons, best
practices, and challenges based on Californians for
Justice’s experiences engaging youth in LCFF in four
school districts: East Side Union High School District,
Fresno Unified, Long Beach Unified, and Oakland
Unified. Our findings echo and extend the lessons
highlighted by Education Trust-West, Association of
California School Administrators and others. One key
theme from CFJ’s work in year one is that investing
in institutional structures to support meaningful
engagement of students is an ideal model to bring
students into the LCFF process as partners. Research
by Education Trust-West also confirms this finding.
When districts have a history of partnering with
community-based activism, they are better equipped
to expand outreach, increase practices that improve
accessibility for engagement opportunities, and adopt
participatory models that facilitate deeper community
engagement.
Findings from year one show that while there were
a variety of engagement opportunities, significant
challenges arose in creating a meaningful process
that included both soliciting input and clearly
communicating the impact of these suggestions on
funding decisions.
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Tools such as online surveys and
presentations of salient data allowed
districts to solicit input from a wide
student audience.

Districts also collected more indepth feedback through focus
groups, town halls, workshops, and
meetings with student groups.

In three districts, students
held seats on LCAP or budget
advisory committees which
shaped the LCAP directly
through the course of the year.

Across 15 districts, in a survey of students involved in
their LCAP process, only 1 out of 5 believed that their
district valued their opinions. Many districts relied
on one-time input mechanisms such as townhalls or
surveys, as opposed to developing rigorous student
advisory committees that provided students with a
youth-focused space to engage in the process from
idea generation to funded priorities.

Our research found that for an engagement
process to be meaningful it needed both
breadth - diversity of student voices, and
depth - trainings, adult support, and studentfriendly materials to bolster students’
ongoing participation.
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YEAR ONE:

LCCF Student Engagement
HOW WERE STUDENTS HEARD?
Without deliberate efforts to engage a broader number of diverse students,
outreach efforts fell short, particularly for those with the highest needs.
Although districts made important efforts to engage students through
existing school and community-based student organizations, the diversity of students
reached was still strikingly limited. Insufficient outreach, prohibitive meeting times and
locations, and lack of inclusivity in selecting student representatives on LCAP advisory
committees, restricted the diversity and number of participating students.
A lack of training, support, and student-friendly materials were barriers to meaningfully
engage students in the LCAP process. Students also struggled to be heard because of a lack
of student-friendly materials and presentations, combined with a void in trainings that could
have enhanced navigation of the LCAP process.
Intentional student engagement processes provided timely and relevant feedback to
improve the LCAP development. Districts that employed a wide variety of outreach efforts,
a diversity of LCAP engagement opportunities, and responded to needs voiced by students
and organizations were able to course-correct during the process. For example, districts
responded to needs by planning student-focused town halls and providing an index to
explain LCAP and LCFF jargon.

HOW WERE STUDENTS VALUED?
Engagement opportunities structured for adults or dominated by them did not leave space
for meaningful student participation. Students expressed concern that they tended to be
tokenized or overshadowed in adult-dominated spaces. The structure of input sessions also
could foreclose meaningful discussion and feedback, leaving students wondering if their
input was merely a part of a perfunctory process.
Student-led engagement opportunities yielded more authentic student engagement.
Districts helped boost student participation by creating student-led, student-facilitated
spaces that were tailored to solicit student needs and priorities.
Timely reporting on feedback provided validation that student ideas were valuable pieces
of the process. Districts employed some creative ways of reporting feedback to the students
- for example, designing surveys that reported earlier student feedback responses.
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HOW WAS STUDENT INPUT REFLECTED?
Building in multiple opportunities to solicit and respond to feedback from
students demonstrated the value of their input on the LCAP. Districts that
deliberately built in enough time for dialogue between staff and students at different stages
of the process allowed for more substantive valuing, incorporation, and reflection of student
ideas.
Communication was unclear in illustrating how student feedback directly shaped the LCAP.
Students expressed frustration at the lack of clarity in how districts reported back student and
community input, and how that input was incorporated into the LCAP.
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Looking ahead, LCFF presents a clear opportunity to shift perceptions so that
low-income youth of color are valued as partners in their education. Increasing
student voice in schools through a deliberate student engagement process
not only strengthens LCAPs, but research has shown that it leads to improved
academic outcomes and stronger relationships between students, teachers,
and administrators. Students using their voices and seeing the tangible impact
of their engagement increases motivation, investment, and agency in their
education - all of which are at the heart of preparing students for success in life
beyond high school.

The part that I’m most proud of in the Student Voice Campaign, besides it being
won and all the actions, was this new culture that we were creating. We were
advocating for a culture of equal partnership between youth and adults knowing
that cooperation is the only way we could be successful. So after this campaign,
and the next and next, we’ll inspire more people about this impossible idea,
that students working together with adults actually unites people more and
accomplishes our goals.
-- Naudika Williams, a freshman at Oakland High School
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Take Action for Student Voice

BEST PRACTICES FOR MEANINGFUL STUDENT ENGAGEMENT IN LCFF
The following are a list of best practices and lessons from Californians for Justice’s experience in
strengthening student voice and engagement in the LCAP process so that students are:

HEARD

VALUED

Conduct a variety of engagement activities to
achieve scale and depth.
What this looks like: Creating a package
of multiple engagement methods such
as surveys, townhalls, focus groups, and
meetings with existing leadership bodies.

Create an integrated student LCAP advisory
group that is representative of student body
and connected to school site councils.
What this looks like: OUSD’s model of
electing students from each high school
and connecting the process with school site
councils.

Target outreach to high-needs students and
underrepresented subgroups.
What this looks like: translating surveys, and
distributing surveys to classes (including ELL)
or conducting focus groups with high-needs
students, or other subgroups.
Partner with community based organizations
to increase turnout and diversity of students
reached.
What this looks like: including representatives
from these organizations on LCFF advisory
committees, collaborating on design and
facilitation of engagement activities, and
training for student representatives.
Create student-friendly materials on school
data, feedback, and budget information.
What this looks like: developing materials
that are clear, concise, and visually engaging
for student participants. Limiting jargon and
providing an index of terms.

Provide ongoing training, support to student
representatives.
What this looks like: using existing curriculum
to train students in LCFF advisory committees
and school site councils, and providing
intentional adult support in shared youth-adult
spaces.
Conduct youth-led, youth-focused
engagement events.
What this looks like: youth designed and
facilitated student townhalls, focus groups, etc.
Build in multiple rounds of student
engagement.
What this looks like: Engaging students
at different stages of the LCAP process:
identifying needs, generating priorities,
providing feedback on drafts.

REFLECTED
Use student input in a variety of interactive ways to integrate feedback.
What this looks like: generating summaries, graphic reports and data, sharing direct quotes, or using input
to shape follow up survey or focus group questions, priorities, and LCAP drafts.
Demonstrate how student feedback directly shaped the LCAP.
What this looks like: responding in writing to student-generated recommendations, sharing summaries of
student feedback online, creating follow up surveys or questions based on initial input, clearly stating which
LCAP goals or metrics came from student input.
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Why Student Voice Matters
We hope that this campaign shows people that students are just
as capable, just as responsible as any adult— in reshaping our
education system.
-- Karla Rodriguez, a junior at James Lick High School in San Jose

The Student Voice Campaign emerged from a belief that the more than 6 million California
students - three-quarters of whom are from communities of color, more than half who are
low-income, and nearly one-quarter who are English learners - deserve a formal role in
decisions that affect their education.
Everyday, low-income students of color experience school from a unique perspective as
they navigate academic learning in the face of challenges around physical safety, socioemotional health, and school climate. According to data from the 2011–13 California
Healthy Kids Survey Statewide Report:
7

		

• 40% of high school students do not feel safe at school.
• 1/3 cannot report at least one caring adult at school.
• 1/3 report that no teacher or adult at school believes they will be a
success.
• 50% do not feel they are part of their school.
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In the face of these challenges, students involved in Californians for Justice and other youth organizing groups
around the state, realized that changing these statistics would require a major shift in school culture and
policies. Students needed to be empowered to be leaders of their education with the structures, support, and
expectations to succeed.
This belief was confirmed by a substantial and growing body of research showing that student voice leads to
school improvement and positive student academic and civic outcomes by:

•

Meeting Common Core and youth development needs: Student voice helps
facilitate critical leadership and civic skills, such as problem solving and facilitation,
teamwork, communication and public speaking. Student voice also cultivates
physical, intellectual, psychological, emotional, and social skills2.

•

Shaping teaching practices to improve student learning: Students can serve
as effective partners to enhance the development of teacher training, student
assessment, and curriculum3. Some studies have found that engaging students in
these practices can lead to increases in student achievement4.

•

Improving relationships between students, teachers, and administrators:
Facilitating student voice can lead to increased trust in adults, more positive and
caring relationships, and increasingly democratic cultures in schools that facilitate a
more positive school climate5.

•

Improving the effectiveness of school policies: Students lend a unique perspective
that is crucial to shaping policies that can best meet their needs. Involving student
voice also enables policies and schools to better reflect cultural, racial, economic,
and social diversity6.

•

Increasing students’ motivation and investment in their schools and education:
Soliciting student voice improves students’ sense of ownership, belonging and
purpose, and attachment to schools, which have been connected with improved
academic outcomes7.

•

Elevating students’ agency: Greater levels of student agency relate to higher
achievement levels for marginalized students, greater classroom participation,
better self-reflection, and decreases in behavioral issues8.

Overall, these outcomes demonstrate that an increase in student voice strengthens students and schools, and
prepares students for success in life beyond high school: as engaged citizens, co-workers, and community
members.
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Student Engagement in
Four Districts in California:
How Were Students Heard,
Valued, and Reflected?
Engagement Activities and Tools
This section highlights districts’ engagement activities as well as tools they used to inform
students about LCFF and gather feedback. In all four districts, online surveys, and meetings
with existing leadership groups within the district were core pieces of their engagement
process. Community workshops or townhalls were also a common activity that allowed for
more in-depth engagement with broader numbers of participants.
9

The chart on the next page displays both patterns and diversity in frequently used
approaches, particularly in creating opportunities for synthesized input to be shared back
with participants. It also shows a variety of possibilities in engaging students to achieve the
breadth and depth of feedback needed for a meaningful student engagement process.
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ACTIVITIES

TOOLS

Community conversations & focus groups
informed district’s vision, mission, and core
values; assessed needs; and established
priorities for LCAP development.

Online survey to solicit feedback on overall
budget priorities, academic programs and
co-curricular activities, district-wide support or
initiatives, and staffing needs.

Meetings with existing leadership bodies
including school site councils, ELAC, DAC/
DELAC, African American, Vietnamese,
and Latino parents, and Migrant education
committees, gave feedback on the draft LCAP.

Translated LCAP into Spanish and Vietnamese.

Meetings with existing leadership bodies
including school site councils, principals,
DELAC, community based organizations, the
FUSD student advisory council, and another
student focused meeting (14 total meetings).
Meetings involved sharing of data, ranking of
priorities, and feedback.

Interactive presentation explaining LCFF,
budget priority areas, key data on student
outcomes, family engagement, and
operational excellence was followed by a
series of guiding questions on how to help
students attend school more regularly, do well
in their classes, graduate from high school,
prepare for college and careers, and to
improve parent involvement.
Online survey based on presentation
responses where comments were compiled,
ranked, and presented for additional feedback.
Translated LCAP into Spanish.

LCAP advisory committee (66 members
included 10 students including representatives
from community-based organizations) that
synthesized, analyzed, and prioritized feedback
from surveys to offer recommendations for the
LCAP.
Meetings with existing leadership bodies
including parent committees, student
governments, Every Student Matters youth
committee, and other forums to collect
feedback on LCAP drafts.

LCAP engagement advisory committee
(including nine students) that co-planned
and facilitated participation in the LCAP
engagement process. This committee also
helped shape the structure of the ad-hoc
and eventually permanent LCAP advisory
committee.
Regional townhalls to educate and engage
stakeholders, including one student-focused
townhall (4 total).
Meetings with existing leadership bodies
including Special Education and English
Learner summits, school site councils, All-City
Council, Meaningful Student Engagement
Collaborative meetings, Bargaining Unit
meetings, Board of Education meetings, and
more.

Online open-ended survey on how to help
students attend school more regularly, do well
in their classes, graduate from high school,
prepare for college and careers, and to
improve parent involvement.
Online survey for feedback on draft LCAP
solicited more specific feedback on different
sections of the LCAP draft.
Translated LCAP into Spanish and Khmer.

Data snapshots were created of different
student demographic groups including
reading levels, A-G completion, graduation
rates, enrollment, rates of attendance,
suspension, and dropouts.
Online survey
Comments and suggestions page on OUSD
website
Meeting and focus group notes synthesized
for report to school board and online.
Exit surveys from different engagement events
Synthesized feedback from engagement
sessions made available online and presented
in townhalls
Translated LCAP into Spanish, Arabic, and
Chinese.
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Challenges & Best Practices
This section points to systemic issues around student engagement as well as issues
specific to the LCAP process. Despite these challenges, districts were able to engage
creative strategies to solicit and uplift student voice. These best practices highlight
feasible approaches that districts can adopt to more meaningfully engage students.
They also illuminate a path towards innovative forms of student engagement that can
continue to be realized in the future.

11
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WERE STUDENTS HEARD?
Challenges:
Engagement efforts reached a limited number and diversity of students. Many
students who participated in LCAP processes were already involved in communitybased organizations or student government. In contrast, the vast majority of students
seemed to be left in the dark: CFJ youth reported that their peers generally "had no
idea what the LCAP or LCFF is." CFJ participants, along with a district staff member at
ESUHSD, noted that high-need students were not adequately reached nor represented.
Most student representatives on boards of education and student governments do not
reflect the experiences of high-need students. For example, CFJ staff in Fresno noted
that student school board members were more likely to advocate for lockers than CFJ's
focus on expanding restorative justice programs. Another barrier to participation for
English learners was inconsistent interpretation and translation. Interpretation tended
to be inadequate during LCAP workshops and townhalls. In one instance, staff from a
community-based organization actually stepped in to take over for an interpreter who
was struggling. Districts struggled to meet the needs associated with the high levels of
linguistic diversity in their schools.
Meeting times, locations, and materials presented at LCAP engagement activities posed
obstacles to student participation. Meeting times and locations were generally not
conducive to student participation. For example, a townhall in OUSD geared for students
was scheduled early on a Saturday morning on a geographically distant campus. Students
were also confused by the jargon and acronym-heavy materials provided to explain
LCFF and the LCAP. Community-based organizations felt disproportionately burdened
in pushing districts to clarify and translate terminology, the process, and their data. In
addition, a one-size-fits-all approach was applied to presentations, despite vastly different
audiences.
Student advisory committee members did not receive training or sufficient support.
Students on advisory committees noted that a lack of training hindered them from full
participation and understanding. Oftentimes, they would walk away from different events
with only a hazy impression of the implications of LCFF and LCAP. CFJ students and staff
noted that youth who had sat through a District LCFF/LCAP workshop were still unable to
explain the process, perhaps reflecting the inaccessibility of the material.
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Best Practices:
Designing an engagement process that relied on a combination of methods for
broader feedback and deeper student input. Districts that employed a wide variety of
strategies also modeled the types of efforts needed to extend the scope of outreach:
for example, OUSD’s approaches included robo-calls, flyers and email blasts, and
a letter from the superintendent to families and communities describing LCFF and
the LCAP. By combining broad survey outreach and townhalls with focus groups and
meetings with specific stakeholder groups, districts were able to more accurately gauge
student needs and priorities.
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Partnering with community based organizations to increase turnout and diversity of
students reached. Students often noted that they wouldn’t have known about LCFF
and LCAP if it weren’t for their participation in CFJ. By working with community-based
organizations, districts reached diverse youth constituents to participate in different
meetings and improved LCAP engagement. In Fresno, district staff met frequently with
organizations to conduct workshops and answer questions. In response to student
input, FUSD held a student forum to reach a more diverse group of students. In Long
Beach, the superintendent responded to the Building Healthy Community initiative’s
requests to incorporate students into the advisory council.
Creating student-friendly materials to make complex information more accessible.
In response to confusion expressed about jargon, Oakland provided an index to their
materials explaining different abbreviations and policy-related terminology. They also
presented key data in more visually engaging formats to provide students with the data
with which to generate recommendations.
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WERE STUDENTS VALUED?

Challenges:
Students felt tokenized or overshadowed. Youth who served as sole (or one of a few
representatives) in decision-making bodies felt overwhelmed by the impossibility of
representing all student voices. For example, Tony Bui, a student in ESUHSD, noted
that “as one of only two student members on the district budget advisory committee,
there is no way for me to represent values and voices of all the students in the district.”
Student voices were also silenced during community meetings: Advisory councils
and townhalls were often dominated by adults. Even at the student-targeted townhall
in Oakland, students were outnumbered and overshadowed by adults and teachers
during breakout sessions. A student representative on LBUSD’s LCAP advisory
committee also reflected a divergence of adult and youth interests: although youth
wanted to discuss resources, adults tended to focus on issues of testing.
“Instead of asking and listening to us to get meaningful feedback and input,
our district pushes us to focus on what the district wants to fund with LCFF,
rather than allowing students to suggest (backed by what we experience
everyday) which LCFF state priorities need the most attention and funding.” --

Citlali Hernadez, a senior at Cabrillo High School in Long Beach, CA

Community engagement events (workshop and townhalls) lacked opportunities for
substantive discussion and LCAP shaping. Students across districts observed that
input sessions seemed to follow pre-determined agendas that did not enable students
to substantively shape the direction of the LCAP. Meetings covered a vast array of
information and topics, further stifling in-depth conversations. Presentations also left
little time for questions and answers and discussion. Other times, meetings filled up so
quickly that students literally could not find a seat at the table.
Lack of transparency about student input. Students and organizers stated that the
results of input processes were not transparently reported back. They were unsure
which aspects of input had registered in the district LCAP and which had not. For
example, in advisory committee meetings, participants would receive different versions
of budgets and materials at each successive meeting. However, it was unclear what
feedback had been incorporated and which had been jettisoned: participants were
only familiar with the discussions in their small groups.
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Best Practices:
Student-facilitated and focused engagement sessions were more effective forums
for students to engage with the process. Student-facilitated and centered meetings
were conducive to fostering more substantive, enthusiastic, and confident feedback
from students. For example, Fresno had a student forum in which students facilitated
small groups. Smaller settings also allowed students to interface with administrators
more directly, and they expressed appreciation for attentiveness and openness by staff
during these discussions.
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Student committee members were more likely to speak up when accompanied by
organizers or supported by adults during meetings. Students appreciated that adults
made sincere efforts to accommodate them: for example, in LBUSD’s LCAP committee,
adults prioritized calling on youth to speak first. Students’ confidence levels were also
elevated when organizers accompanied them, and when adults supported them by
explaining the process and translating terminology during meetings.
Participatory approaches were modeled by community-based organizations.
Community-based organizations led the way in creating interactive workshop sessions
to educate students and facilitate meaningful conversations. For example, in Fresno,
community based organizations held a gallery walk during which participants could
respond to and discuss the LCAP. In ESUHSD, CFJ modeled a participatory budgeting
exercise that invited brainstorming solutions, developing pitches and proposals, and
prioritizing ideas through a democratic voting process.
Time for multiple stages of student engagement: Building in enough time for student
feedback to be gathered, incorporated, and presented again for discussion allowed
a greater valuing of student input. For example, ESUHSD was one of the first districts
to release a draft LCAP in March. School site councils, parents, and students vocalized
the need for additional counselors and librarians, as well as programs and action plans
to address the specific needs of African American students, including IEPs, African
American student unions, and enrollment in the Summerbridge program. These
priorities were then able to be addressed in the final LCAP.
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WAS STUDENT
INPUT REFLECTED?
Challenges:
Students in some districts were concerned about the lack of accountability within
open-ended input processes. Although open-ended questions in the early stages of
LCAP development were a useful approach in soliciting a range of student priorities,
this process could also inhibit transparency. Students in some districts observed
that too much open-endedness could render the process confusing. Districts could
cherry-pick responses that aligned with their priorities, while leaving other responses
unattended.

16

Students expressed a lack of clarity about whether or not their input had shaped the
LCAP. Students in some districts were concerned about the lack of specificity in the
LCAP in response to students’ needs. They observed that districts did not respond
to student needs with concrete budget allocations nor explanations about how their
plans would actually increase services and resources for high-need students.

Best practices:
Transparent presentations of student input in multiple, interactive ways. Presenting
feedback in interactive ways also paved the way for more transparency. For example,
FUSD posted top ten stakeholder recommendations about areas of improving
student attendance, preparation, and success, on an online survey. Stakeholders
were asked to rank these specific recommendations to hone in on the top ideas from
the engagement process.
Direct incorporation of student feedback: Student feedback was sometimes
directly reflected in the LCAPs. For example, students in Oakland advocated for paid
internships connected with issues that they care about, and cultural competency
trainings for teachers. Students in San Jose secured additional counselors and
mental health support services, and in Fresno, restorative justice programs were
expanded.
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CASE STUDY

A Model for Student
Engagement in LCFF: Oakland
Unified School District
Oakland Unified, like other districts, also faced difficulties provoked by the short
turnaround time for creating and passing an LCAP. However, their relative successes and
responsiveness to community needs during the process highlighted that an infrastructure
of dedicated resources to student and family engagement, as well as longtime
partnerships with community organizations, are integral to substantively and meaningfully
engaging communities as partners. The process of engaging student voice illustrated the
importance of robust youth organizing in connection with dedicated staff and resources
in OUSD, as well as the need for ongoing work to cultivate and support substantive youth
leadership in school and district-level decin making processes.
Many of the lessons learned from OUSD are echoed in the best practices above. The
section below offers a deeper look into how one district’s efforts to ensure students were
heard, valued, and reflected in their LCAP.
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Authentic community engagement requires providing a wide array of
opportunities for established leadership bodies and the broader community
to shape the LCAP.

This included: Four regional town halls with focus groups, meetings with special education community and
the English learner community, district parent conferences, meetings with school site councils, meetings with
All City Council (district-wide youth leadership council), site based student feedback, Meaningful Student
Engagement collaborative meetings and retreats (CBOs), and engagement advisory committee meetings.

Location is key.
18

The first townhall meeting was supposed to be oriented towards students, but was also the most
geographically inaccessible for most high-need students, resulting in low student turnout. Engaging students
on campus or through existing leadership groups yielded higher participation.

Materials must be student-friendly, streamlined, and consistent.

Despite highly skilled facilitators, students felt that the analysis of feedback and data could be overwhelming
and confusing, in addition to the tremendous amount of information to digest. In response, OUSD created an
index to explain LCFF and LCAP jargon.

Students need youth-focused spaces to participate more fully.

In townhalls where student turnout was low, students’ voices were inadvertently silenced by well-meaning
parents, teachers, and other adult attendees. In contrast, discussion in student spaces like All City Council
were robust opportunities for dialogue and learning. The All City Council was kept apprised of the LCFF
process and provided an ongoing forum to give feedback on proposed budget priorities and programs.

Townhall formats provided spaces for diverse opinions and deeper
conversations.

Four regional townhall sessions were held for participants to look at data on six different target groups and
give feedback on how the district planned to budget its resources. Focus groups in townhalls garnered a wide
range of diverse perspectives, yielding rich feedback.

Partnering with community-based organizations strengthened engagement
efforts.

In early 2014, an advisory committee was formed of staff members from community organizations that helped
shape the LCAP engagement process. This committee helped put together a curriculum and shape the
format of the town halls so that they included breakout sessions, greater availability of interpretation, and
more accessible presentation of the materials.
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Early and ongoing opportunities to provide feedback on the LCAP improved
the process.

Students appreciated the direct opportunity to respond to aspects of the budget that they supported, while
suggesting changes. They successfully advocated for funds to be used for paid internships for students, along
with “cultural competency trainings” for teachers to understand the contexts that low-income, high-need
students come from. These specific changes were eventually reflected in the LCAP.

Building a culture of respect between youth and adults fostered
collaboration.

Representatives from the district were impressed with the informed and vocal participation of students and
for being frank and bold in asking questions and raising concerns. For example, students asserted the need
for interpretation of jargon and abbreviations that were not thoroughly explained in the materials provided
for the LCAP advisory committee. The district was responsive to these concerns (also voiced by adults) and
ultimately provided an index to explain obscure terminologies.

Throughout the process students consistently voiced the desire for more opportunities
to shape the LCAP from the ground up. The depth of their participation and desire
for engagement represented the intent of the LCFF model. At the same time, OUSD
demonstrated their willingness to partner with students by responding to their feedback,
incorporating their priorities, and committing to a permanent LCAP student advisory
committee that would be linked to school site councils, with elected representatives
from each high school. OUSD recognized the value of student voice, and prioritized the
resources that are required to train youth to develop expertise around interpreting budgets
and representing their constituents’ needs. This growing partnership marks the beginning
of another chapter in Oakland’s ongoing commitment to meaningful student engagement.
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Looking Ahead
“Student involvement is not only a testament to the deep concern students
share about their future and the futures of those who are to come behind them,
but their advocacy is paramount to the change needed in California’s public
education system.”
-- Ryan Smith, Executive Director, Education Trust-West

20

Through the Student Voice Campaign, CFJ and our allies won a clear and meaningful role for
students in LCFF. It was an accomplishment that set the stage for stakeholder advocacy at the
state level. With the final regulations approved this year, we must work with our districts to
develop and implement a meaningful student engagement process that ensures students
are heard, valued, and reflected.
Key elements to this process include:
•

Developing infrastructure and committing resources to a formal student
engagement process.

•

Working with community-based organizations to leverage their expertise in youth
engagement, and their ability to reach high needs students.

•

Increasing the scale and diversity of students engaged through a combination of
broad and deep engagement activities that meet students where they are at.

•

Providing training, support, and student-friendly materials to ensure that student
representatives are able to meaningfully participate in LCAP decisions.

•

Improving districts’ transparency and accountability through committee selection,
report backs on student input, and by clearly stating what changes were made to
the LCAP based on student feedback.
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PROMISING MODELS TO INCREASE STUDENT VOICE IN LCCF:
Integrated LCAP Student Advisory Committee: OUSD

Partnering with community organizations can improve the LCAP engagement process and the
LCAP advisory model. After evaluating their process in year one, a new model was developed
for the OUSD LCAP advisory committee in year two. Both parents and students carry equal LCAP
votes, and participate in the same meetings. OUSD kicked off the process with a district-wide
budget convening where parents, students, and community stakeholders had face-to-face access
to the Superintendent and his administration. Stakeholders were given the opportunity to inquire
and learn about the status of LCFF funds and OUSD’s budget. Budget conversations were then
conducted at school site councils, and then radiated out to the advisory committee.

Participatory Budgeting: Overfelt High School, San Jose

Bringing engagement opportunities onto school campuses is an effective method to reach
a wider range of students and empower them in making decisions that affect their everyday
lives. In San Jose, Overfelt High School is working to bring Participatory Budgeting to the
school community so that students, parents, teachers, and school staff can work collectively
to decide how to allocate a portion of their school budget. This process includes a schoolbased youth and adult advisory committee, student outreach and education, and school-wide
decision-making assemblies to to identify solutions to improve the education outcomes for
low-income students, English learners, and foster youth.

LCAP Community Review Sessions

Conducting review sessions to understand and evaluate district LCAPs can elevate students
as partners capable of engaging in budget decision-making. In August 2014, more than 200
students, parents, and community members from 7 school districts conducted LCAP Community
Review Sessions in four cities around the state to evaluate their districts on how well they engaged
stakeholders, how they planned to measure progress towards goals, and how they allocated
funds for low-income, English learner, and foster care students. Participants in the review sessions
analyzed district LCAPs and scored them using a rubric that evaluated equity, impact, diversity,
accessibility, and accountability.
Personally it was powerful to be part of the process and to be aware of how our district is expanding our
funding. As a student I was really determined to provide my district with the most honest evaluation process
because it all boils down to one thing: how well my district does is something that is going to affect me
personally. -- Karla Rodriguez, a junior at James Lick High School in San Jose

School Site Council Trainings

Providing training and support to students in existing leadership positions can strengthen
student engagement in LCFF. The youth and staff interviewed agreed that the ideal engagement
process should start at school sites to leverage students’ expertise and relationships in a context
they know best. For example, in Long Beach, Kayla Jackson, a student at Cabrillo High School,
participated in her school's school site council with the support of training she received at CFJ.
She reflected that the experience was a productive venue for her participation, as she was able to
speak up, be heard, and directly influence her school's budget. Developing curriculum to support
students like Kayla will strengthen their ability to engage in the LCAP process.
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Drawing from nearly 15 years of organizing for equity in schools, CFJ knows that
transformative change requires us to work at multiple levels to shift policies, practices, and
perceptions. In addition to winning changes in the statewide LCFF regulations, students
organized in their districts to win more counselors and mental health supports, cultural
sensitivity training for teachers, expanded restorative justice programs, and much more.
Throughout these victories, student voice was a key part of the solution that made these
policy changes possible.
In year two, CFJ is working to shift perceptions so that all students, particularly low-income
youth of color, are valued in their schools as leaders in their education. This begins with a
focus on building a culture that values student engagement. Students witnessed this shift
occurring over the course of the campaign. District and State administrators began to imbue
student voice with more gravity. CFJ students noticed that board members weren’t distracted
during their testimonies, security at board meetings stopped barking orders at them, and
adults respected their participation in the political process.
The Student Voice Campaign, where us students fought to have a
formal process, and better transparency in the LCFF regulations,
seemed far fetched. The idea of adults and decision makers listening
to a group of teenagers was like a fantasy or a daydream a couple of us
had the guts to attempt. Well we attempted, and unbelievably, we won.
-- Naudika Williams, a freshman at Oakland High School.
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Methodology & Footnotes
This report draws from a survey of 35 students in LCAP committees and interviews with four CFJ
staff members, five CFJ youth organizers, three district staff, and two community-based allies in
Oakland.
Additionally, the report is supplemented by a scan of district LCAPs, district websites on LCFF/
LCAP, online news pieces about LCFF and LCAP, and two other reports: “Building a More
Equitable and Participatory School System in California” by Education Trust- West and “Fulfilling
the Promise of School Finance and Accountability Reform” by the Association of California School
Administrators.
The term “student voice” refers to the perspectives and actions of young people as leaders in their education.
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